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THE WORKSHOP
The aim of this workshop was to implement architectural ideas in order to build a 
co-working space for artists (designers, architects, sound media producers, painters, 
fashion designers...). Also, to develop a pavilion for the central space that would be-
came the emblem of the space. In addition, we wanted to make it interactive with the  
the office users, not only as a sculpture.

THE BOX
This pavilion was the assembly of an interlocking wood box system. This fundamen-
tal box was thought to be transformed in different office objects as chairs, shelfs, 
tables, lamps... The project is based on a simple box 41x41cm with two faces hollow. 
The box has two cuts in each surface to enable the interlocking system. So it allows 
us to grow in different directions as vertical (stacking) or diagonal (assembling).
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THE DIAMOND
To use it as an exposition element, we tried to reproduce a 3D boxed diamond that 
brings us the idea of two points of view of full transparency in each frontal elevation. 
And then you will see the degradation of transparency and views while you are walking 
around it. The dimension of the final piece was 2,25 metres height and 2,82 metres 
long. It was made with 74 wood boxes. But for doing that shape we had to make a 
special/symmetry box that allowed us to change the direction of the growing cone and 
be able to succeed with the desired element. 

THE PAVILION ASSEMBLY
It was not easy to develop an accurate assembly system because since we were 
growing horizontally, we were growing against gravity. Also, each box needed ano-
ther box to secure and prevent it to fall. The final solution was to build kind of a 
beam made of around 14 boxes that were the different sides of the main square. So 
we assembled together with security boxes that make it stable. After that we only 
had to grow to both sides.

WOOD PANELS ASSEMBLY

BOX ASSEMBLYBOX RESULT

[Exclusivamente para uso académico] 
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This kiosk is an assembly of modern black concrete bricks, inspired by traditional sto-
ne masonry. A geometrical logic with interlocking abilities produces elevations with 
different expressions. During day-light the kiosk expressive form rests heavily on the 
ground, and in the night it appears as a crack of light. The design was inspired by 
the rocky parts of Gothenburg, following the traditional stone walls that you can find 
around the city. The design of the kiosk was started by a pattern that interlock itself 
and that is repeated in every wall, but all changing its appearance from the outside, 

using small changes. So all the kiosk (except the roof ) is conformed of nine diffe-
rent pieces. Thanks to the interlocking system by removing some pieces we did the 
window and the door openings. Building with concrete implies small imperfections 
even more if it is handmade by students. This imperfection gives us the opportunity 
of tolerance in the units, creating cracks between the pieces. These cracks enable the 
light to go through and make contrast with the dark pigmented concrete.

THE CRACK PAVILION
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PROJECT EXPLANATION
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SOUTH-EAST ELEVATION

SOUTH-WEST ELEVATION

SECTION AND SIZE

ASSEMBLY AXONOMETRYELEVATIONS

GROUND FLOOR

CORNER

To continue with the interlocking idea, we developed a system that enabled us to 
create a corner with the same mould as the original shapes. The idea about the corner 
was to have a 90 degree angle but not a 90 degree edge.
The corner consists in cutting the pieces in two different angles alternatively. Thanks to 
this, we obtain a connection between the pieces that interlock themselves and at the 
same time a non-straight edge connection is obtained.

MOLD

The mold consists on a plywood-frame, a foam mould and additions. The plywood 
frame maintains the shape of the mould during the casting process. The foam mould 
gives the general shape of the piece, and the adding pieces creates all the different 
shapes. There are five different groups of adding pieces: façade pieces, ground pie-
ces, roof pieces, corner pieces and crack pieces. Façade pieces: to create the irregu-
lar surface in the exterior of the wall, giving expression to the building. 
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CASTING 

The kiosk was built in nine days and assembled in three days.
The casting process consisted in casting nine pieces each day, according to the as-
sembling process. The first four days the roof pieces were casted as well, one each day. 
The first nine pieces were casted in the morning and then cured until next morning. 
After that, they were unmold and stored until the assembling process. This process was 
followed with all the pieces.

ASSEMBLY

The assembly process started with the preparation of the ground, compacting it with 
some stone dust. The assembling of the pieces was carefully studied depending on 
the interlocking system. After all the walls were assembled, the roof was secured with 
some expansion bolts. In the interior, some tension cables were installed for the wind 
pressure stabilization.
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The project deals with the mobility of a small mountainous town. Going through a pre-
vious accurate research about the area, we put all these inputs studied before (street 
space, light, slope...) in a map to extract all the opportunities for an intervention that 
the area has. In order to improve the area mobility, we propose some interventions 
in different spots that they are going to be implemented progressively in time. In the 
end, we worked with two main axis that can sum up the mobility through the facilities.  

After defining the urban scale, we zoomed in all the opportunities and tried to seek 
which was the one that need less money to be invested and involve more people. Fi-
nally, the result was a small walkway made of wood sticks and tubular steel handrails 
that helps people to go directly to the train station. This intervention was inside of a 
public property. The future idea is to find some other sustainable solutions (concrete 
cone test i.e.).

URBAN ACUPUNCTURE
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INTERVENTIONS AXIS “X”

1- Intervention in the crossing of the Vallvidriera road with the aim of improving the 
mobility.

2- Introducing a parking lot next to the sports facilitie and the train station.

3- Changing the section of the street. Enhancing priority on the bike and walk mo-
bility.

4- Construction of a new walkway that decrease the time for getting to the train 
station.

5- Fixing and improving the features of the walkway for being used by user profiles.

INTERVENTIONS AXIS “Y”

1- Reactivate the use and the activities in the old casino

2- Improve the walkway to be used by disabled people.

3- Rethink the train station entrances for connecting it to the public space of the roads 
axis.

4-5-6 Create public activities where the parking lot is today. Build a space for 
recreation and entertain all the ages. Set the parking during the road in a way to 
not bother the shopping.

7- Move the location of the trash containers and set the road to be used for cars 
but also for pedestrian.
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TOP VIEW DETAIL

SECTION DETAIL

URBAN STREET INTERVENTION STREET SECTION

PAVEMENT DETAIL

AXONOMETRIC VIEW

CONSTRUCTION ELEMENTS

1- Ground level
2- Laminated wood panel (70x2250x320mm)
3- Laminated wood panel (200x330x320x70mm)
4- Reinforced bar type B500SD of 8mm diameter and 420mm long. Estructural 
5- Reinforced bar type B500SD of 20mm diameter and 1460mm long. Estructural and 
handrail

6- Reinforced bar type B500SD of 20mm diameter and 2000mm long. Handrail
7- Reinforced bar type B500SD of 20mm diameter and 2930mm long. Vegetation
8- Small piece of wood cut 17 degrees angle
9- Vine plant type Jasminum grandiflorum
10- L laminated steel profile. Bike use
11- Gravel of river between 120 and 180mm
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THE AREA
The aim of this project was to study conservation and transformation of the area hol-
ding the old Papyrus factory buildings in Forsåker, Mölndal region close to Göteborg. 
Up to this, be able to work with the area as a whole and particulary, give a function of 
one of the main buildings of the factory and its close sorroundings. Cities are evolving 
and we have to know have to deal with this situations with old facilities.

Our Goal is to re-activate Forsaker taking in consideration the possible conservation 
and the transformation of the historical heritage. Our wish is to physically reconnect 
Forsaker to the neighborhoods surrounding and to create places suitable for social 
connections. Our program is a mixed use building. We have chosen to develop wor-
king spaces and public spaces. the working spaces are small studios or co-working 
spaces, the bigger ones are for clean industries and workshops.

REBUILDING FORSAKER
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CONCEPT IDEAS
Key points of the building : the very regular vertical structure and the great spaces with 
height ceilings, the north facade that can be considered as historical heritage.
To create the system of views we perforated the building with three courtyards that 
have different size and proportion, so they don’t have the same atmosphere and don’t 
create the same  relations between the spaces facing each other.
Secondly it seemed logic for us to develop only one main circulation that goes through 
the building and that connects all the spaces and so on is used by everybody. There is 

no reason to separate pepople going to work and the others. 
We have one main ‘‘corridor’’ always in the place in the floor, it goes through almost 
the whole floor but is punctuated by the courtyards which brings light and vege-
tation. It is like a path going through the building. In the center of the building the 
original heights of the floors are kept, and we played with double hight volume, but 
at the ends of the floors the new volumes are completely different and you have 
access to it with a ramp that is in the prolongation of the corridor. We have some 
public spaces along the building.

FIRST FLOOR

GROUND FLOORBUILDING TO REHABILITATE

URBAN PLANING

COURTYARDS AND PUBLIC SPACE
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LAYER’S DIVISION

Horizontally the building has changed a lot to a less regular organization but longitu-
dinally the four floors work in the same way.
Each floor is a combination of four layers. From the outside to the inside we have a 
glass layer to protect the historical facade, a layer for common spaces and services, a 
circulation layer and the last one for the working spaces and the couryards. 
It brings clarity to the building and makes the space understandable.  

courtyards and
working space

horizontal 
and vertical
circulation

common spaces
and surfaces

balconies
preservation 

old facade
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A-A’  COURTYARDS LONG SECTION

B-B’  CIRCULATION LONG SECTION

F-F’  NEW FACADE SHORT SECTIONE-E’  ELEVATION SHORT SECTION
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This project was made as a proposal for the Isover student  competition for a new 
green school in Gaziantep, Turkey. The idea of the project was to implement useful 
bioclimate strategies according to his world location. Also, using the products from the 
company Isover, to develop and project a low energetic cost building.  In this project, 
we decided to put focus on the feature of the earth and take some profit of it. For that, 
we decided to locate the building following the pronounced slope. 

This decition allowed us to project the building as a dogout (shelter). Knowing how 
to deal with thermal inertia of the ground and the greenhouse effect, we projected a 
solution of linear classrooms organized through a corridor that collects the heat. So, 
we decided to put a central playground with the aim of having this direct  sunlight. 
This project reached the final round and was part of a short term optative course 
about bioarchitecture.

THE SCHOOL OF TOMORROW
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SUMMER THERMAL STRATEGIES

WINTER THERMAL STRATEGIES

17

Ana Badía, Laura Molina, Daniel MoralesMulti-Comfort House Students Contest, 2014 

DESCRIPCIÓN GRÁFICA  Sección

LA ESCUELA DE MAÑANA Gaziantep

CLASSROOMS SHORT SECTION

THE SCHOOL

The building was a school for 400/600 students and a neighbourhood social point. 
The programme was to include extracurricular activities like music, arts and exchange 
languages room. An indoor sports facilitie, an outdoor playground and a shcool can-
teen. Finally, administrative offices, a library and teacher’s room.

SOSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

The different spaces of the school have some sound and isolation requirements. The 
walls were set first to enhance our project ideas (greenhouse corridor and shelter 
building) and then to achieve the goals. The roof is a productive surface for growing 
herbs and foor but also, his constructive configuration makes our building more 
suitable for the climate.

CLASSROOMS FLOOR

6

Ana Badía, Laura Molina, Daniel MoralesMulti-Comfort House Students Contest, 2014 

DESCRIPCIÓN GRÁFICA  Planta primera

LA ESCUELA DE MAÑANA Gaziantep
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CONCRETE ADD-INS

The main idea of the research was to investigate and think about new ideas of concrete 
treatment. In our case, we focused in the topic of putting materials inside it with the aim 
of changing his specifications or reaching a different result. We tried to put elements 
for making it lighter, for changing the colour or creating a void ( just burning wood or 
exploding a balloon). 

TEXTILE MOLD

Focusing on the void inside the concrete, we wanted to create a concrete brick that 
give us the opportunity to play with the transparency and visuals effects. We created 
a plywood mold that allows us to move the position of some ropes. This ropes are 
attached to a textile, so we are able to define the dimension and direction of the 
interior space (void).

CONCRETE EXPERIMENTATION
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TEXTILE MOLD RESEARCHADD-INS EXPERIMENT
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STOCKHOLM EXHIBITION
The Stockholm Exhibition was an exhibition held in 1930 in Stockholm, Sweden, that 
had a great impact on the architectural styles known as Functionalism and International 
Style. The exhibition’s slogan was: Acceptera!, or Accept!, literally a plea for acceptance 
of functionalism, standardization, and mass production as a cultural change. The effort 
to persuade Swedish citizens of the benefits of a modernized lifestyle included serving 
mass-produced food.

VEHICLE HALL
The idea was to recreate all the buildings that held in that exhibition. Our building 
was the transportation hall. A building to show the world about the Swedish car and 
train companies. The model is all made out of wood. We modelled the building in a 
3D programme. After that, we laser printed all the pieces and divided the building in 
some parts that after gluing them allows us the possibility of put it together.

VEHICLE HALL - E. G. ASPLUND
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